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Abstract. Reliable Broadcas t  is a m e c h a n i s m  by  
which  a p rocesso r  in  a d i s t r i b u t e d  sys tem dissemi-  
na tes  a va lue  to all o the r  p rocessors  in  the p resence  
of b o t h  c o m m u n i c a t i o n  a n d  p rocesso r  failures.  
P ro toco l s  to achieve Re l i ab le  B r o a d c a s t  are a t  the 
hea r t  of m o s t  f a u l t - t o l e r a n t  app l i ca t ions .  W e  char -  
acterize the e xe c u t i on  t ime of Re l i ab le  B r o a d c a s t  
p ro toco l s  as a f u n c t i o n  of the c o m m u n i c a t i o n  m o d -  
el. Th i s  m o d e l  inc ludes  fami l i a r  c o m m u n i c a t i o n  
s t ruc tu res  such as fu l l y - connec t ed  p o i n t - t o - p o i n t  
graphs ,  l i nea r  chains ,  r ings,  b r o a d c a s t  n e t w o r k s  
(such as E the rne t )  a n d  buses.  W e  der ive  a p a r a m e -  
ter ized p r o t o c o l  t ha t  i m p l e m e n t s  Re l i ab le  B r o a d -  
cast  for a n y  m e m b e r  w i t h i n  this class. W e  o b t a i n  
lower  b o u n d  resul ts  t ha t  show the o p t i m a l i t y  of 
ou r  pro tocols .  The  lower  b o u n d  resul ts  iden t i fy  a 
t ime c o m p l e x i t y  gap  b e t w e e n  sys tems where  p ro -  
cessors m a y  o n l y  fail to send  messages,  a n d  sys tems  
where  p rocessors  m a y  fail b o t h  to  send  a n d  to  re- 
ceive messages.  The  tradeoffs  t ha t  ou r  resul ts  reveal  
b e t w e e n  pe r fo rmance ,  res i l iency a n d  n e t w o r k  cos t  
offer m a n y  ne w  a l t e rna t ives  p r ev ious ly  n o t  cons id -  
ered in  de s i gn i ng  f au l t - t o l e r an t  systems.  
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I Introduction 
A distributed computing system is a collection of 
au tonomous  processors that  share no memory ,  do 
not  have access to a global clock, and communica te  
only by exchanging messages. This model  of com- 
puting is suitable for the geographic distr ibution 
that  is inherent  in a large number  of applications. 
The lack of shared memory  and r andom communi-  
cat ion delays make  p rogramming  such systems dif- 
ficult. 

Cont inued and correct  opera t ion  are impor tan t  
requirements  for many  compute r  systems [25, 16]. 
Unfor tunate ly ,  given a finite amoun t  of hardware,  
it is impossible to construct  a comput ing  system 
that  never fails. The  best we can hope to achieve 
are systems that  cont inue correct  opera t ion  "wi th  
high probabi l i ty"  or "as  long as the number  of 
faulty components  during some time interval is 
small." Replicat ion is a c o m m o n  technique to real- 
ize such goals. The fault tolerance requirements  
usually dictate that  the replicated system not  rely 
on the correctness of any single componen t  for its 
correct  operat ion.  Consequently,  when viewed at 
an appropr ia te  level of abstraction,  the replicated 
system has the same propert ies  as a distr ibuted 
system - a collection of processors with no shared 
resources that  communica te  through a network.  
The presence of failures adds to the difficulty of 
p rogramming  fault- tolerant  distr ibuted systems. 

Recently,  much  effort has gone into identifying 
primitives that  can simplify p rogramming  fault-tol- 
erant  distr ibuted applications [17, 24, 8, 28, 7]. One 
such primitive is the Reliable Broadcast (also called 
Byzantine Agreement [19, 23, 11]). Formally,  a pro- 
tocol implements Reliable Broadcast  (RB) if it 
guarantees the following three propert ies:  

RBA:  (Agreement) In response to a broadcast ,  all 
correct  processors accept 3 the same mes- 
sage. 

RBV:(Validity) If the broadcast ing processor,  
called the sender, is correct,  then all correct  
processors accept the message that  was 
broadcast .  

RBT:  (Termination) There  exists a finite time 
(known a priori) by which all correct  proces- 
sors accept some message. 

3 We distinguish between a processor "receiving" and "accept- 
ing" a message. Receive is the general communication primitive 
supported by the network whereas accept is implemented by 
the reliable broadcast protocol. Therefore, it is possible for a 
processor to receive a message but not to accept it 

Given an implementa t ion for this protocol ,  we can 
use the following me thodo logy  for designing fault- 
to lerant  distr ibuted applications [17, 24, 8, 13] 

(i) Program the application assuming that each pro- 
cessor has direct access to the (same) global sys- 
tem state at all times. 

(ii) Use an RB protocol to realize this assumption 
as follows: 

�9 Each processor maintains a local copy of the in- 
formation that consitutes the global state and up- 
dates it as indicated by incoming messages. 

�9 Whenever the processor performs a local compu- 
tation that modifies the global state, it dissemi- 
nates the change to all other processors using RB. 

For  many applications, correct processors are not 
only required to accept the same messages, they need 
to accept them in the same order. The appropriate 
primitive is called an atomic broadcast [8, 7, 5] and 
can be implemented on top of a reliable broadcast 
protocol by using timestamps. 

This design methodology places RB at the heart 
of a fault-tolerant distributed application implemen- 
tation. In systems with point-to-point communication 
structures, proposed RB protocols are expensive in 
execution time. More significantly, lower bound re- 
sults prove that faster execution times are impossible 
[14, 10, 12, 9]. We note that the expected execution 
time of RB protocols can be reduced by either allow- 
ing non-deterministic computation steps (such as flip- 
ping coins) or by using "early-stopping" protocols 
[22, 6, 9]. Unfortunately, the worst case execution 
times are not improved by these alternatives. In [2], 
we described fast RB protocols that exploited com- 
munication architectures other than point-to-point 
networks. These were the first results suggesting that 
performance could be "bought"  by investing in the 
appropriate communication hardware. In this paper, 
we complete the characterization of the time complex- 
ity of RB protocols with respect to the communica- 
tion model. Our results allow a system builder to ex- 
plore tradeoffs between execution time, resiliency, and 
the properties of the underlying communication net- 
work when considering alternate designs. 

The remainder of this paper is organized as fol- 
lows. The next section defines the failures we will con- 
sider and states some initial assumptions. Sect. 3 in- 
troduces broadcast networks in the context of Reli- 
able Broadcasts. In Sect. 4, we discuss special cases 
of our network characterization corresponding to 
point-to-point and full broadcast networks. Section 5 
is the development and correctness proof of a parame- 
terized protocol that can achieve RB in any system 
encompassed by our characterization. The next two 
sections refine the basic protocol so as to increase 
its domain of applicability. We relax the assumption 
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regarding the network diameter in Sect. 6. In Sect. 7 
we relax the assumption regarding clock synchrony 
and consider a broader class of failures. Section 8 con- 
tains the lower bound proofs. We prove the optimal- 
ity of all of the protocols developed in the earlier 
sections by showing that their execution times match 
the respective lower bounds. Section 9 concludes the 
paper. 

2 Models and assumptions 

A processor or a communicat ion component  is 
said to be correct if its behavior conforms to an 
abstract specification (usually in the form of a pro- 
gram). Each time that  the behavior of a processor 
differs from its specification, a failure is said to 
occur; the processor is called faulty after its first 
failure. Through out  the paper, we let t denote the 
maximum number  of faulty processors. In our  sys- 
tem both processors and communicat ion compo- 
nents can fail. Note  that  a single faulty component  
can generate many  failures. If a processor fails by 
not  sending some of the messages prescribed by 
its specification, it is said to exhibit omission fail- 
ures [-14]. The messages it does send are always 
correct. Initially, we consider only systems subject 
to omission failures. Failures in the communicat ion 
components  may  cause messages to be lost; all 
messages that are delivered are delivered unaltered. 
Simple network protocols that  approximate this 
behavior of the communicat ion media are well 
known [-29]. In Sect. 8 we will discuss the implica- 
tions of relaxing our assumptions about  the behav- 
ior of faulty processors. 

We make the following additional assumption 
about  the system: 

NA:  (Network Assumption) Effective communica-  
tion is always possible between a correct pro- 
cessor and all other processors, despite fail- 
ures. There is a known upper bound  on the 
time required for such communicat ion.  

Achieving NA requires that  the network provide 
redundant  paths between processors such that  par- 
t i t ioning does not  occur. It does not  require, how- 
ever, that  the network be fully connected. 

For  clarity, we present our protocols as distrib- 
uted computat ions  executing in lock-step units 
called rounds (i.e., processors have perfectly-syn- 
chronized clocks). Informally, a round is the mini- 
m u m  length of time required for each processor 
to send messages to all other processors, receive 
any messages destined for it and perform a given 
amoun t  of local computat ion.  In Sect. 7 we discuss 
how such a round-based protocol  can be trans- 
formed into an equivalent one that  works in a sys- 

tem where the clocks are not  perfectly synchro- 
nized. 

3 Broadcast networks 

A common architecture for a distributed system 
consists of multiple processor clusters on a com- 
mon  network where the intra-cluster communica-  
tion takes place over shared, multiple-access media 
that  support  broadcasts [27]. Figure 1 illustrates 
such an architecture with three clusters of sizes n l ,  
n 2 and n3 processors. This broadcast  network- 
based architecture encompasses a wide range of 
distributed system designs. For  example, the clus- 
ters in Fig. 1 could represent geographically distant 
local area networks connected through gateways 
(such as the Xerox Internet  comprising a large 
number  of Ethernets [-20]). Alternatively, each clus- 
ter could be a single, t ightly-coupled multiproces- 
sot with a bus interconnect and intercluster links 
implemented as bus adaptors.  

Regardless of the physical realization of the ar- 
chitecture, we can abstract the behavior of commu-  
nication in such systems as follows: 

BNP: (Broadcast Network Property) In response 
to a broadcast, all processors that  receive 
a message receive the same message. 

This property ensures that  despite any possible fail- 
ure, a processor cannot  send conflicting messages 
to the other procesors in a single broadcast.  For  
a given broadcast  network, the set of processors 
that  receive the (same) message in response to a 
broadcast  is called the receiving set. We assume 
that  every processor receives its own broadcasts  
regardless of failures. The broadcast degree of a 
network is defined to be the size of the smallest 
possible receiving set, for any broadcast  where the 
message is received by at least one processor other 
than the broadcaster. More formally, let B(p,i) 
denote the set of processors that  receive processor 
p's ith broadcast  such that  [B(p, i)[ < 1. Then, the 

E? 
E? 

U ..... E? 

Fig. 1. A broadcast network-based distributed system with three 
clusters 
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the broadcas t  degree, b, of the ne twork  is 

b = min IB (p, i)l. 
p,i 

The receiving set itself may  vary  from one broad-  
cast message to ano ther  as well as f rom one broad-  
caster to another .  Fo r  a ne twork  to have broadcas t  
degree b, all we require is that  each of these receiv- 
ing sets contain at least b processors. Given the 
Ne twork  Assumption,  any broadcas t  by a correct  
processor  reaches all processors. Thus, the broad-  
cast degree of a ne twork is a character izat ion of 
the behavior  of faulty processors in that  network.  
No te  that  failures manifest themselves in defining 
a part icular  broadcas t  degree for the network.  F o r  
the example depicted in Fig. 1, if we assume that  
communica t ion  failures can occur  only in the gate- 
ways (or whatever  physical componen t  the two 
circles are modeling), it is easy to see that  the 
broadcas t  degree of the network will be 
b = min(n l ,  n2, n3). 

Clearly, a single communica t ion  failure any- 
where in the ne twork  is sufficient to par t i t ion the 
system in Fig. 1. In general, satisfying the Ne twork  
Assumpt ion  (NA) requires redundan t  communica-  
t ion paths. A redundant broadcast network inter- 
connects  processors through a sufficient number  
of broadcas t  channels, each exhibiting the Broad-  
cast Ne twork  Proper ty ,  such that  N A  is satisfied. 
The broadcast degree of the entire redundan t  net- 
work  is defined to be the min imum of the broadcas t  
degrees of its constituents.  We assume that  the 
broadcast primitive, when invoked by a correct  
processor,  functions by broadcast ing the (same) 
message over all of  the channels to which the pro- 
cessor is connected.  However ,  no assumptions are 
made  regarding the order  in which channels are 
selected or the possibility of faulty processors omit-  
ting broadcasts  over some of the channels. Mult iple 
rings, Ethernets  or buses can be used to construct  
r edundan t  broadcas t  networks.  In the rest of the 
paper, we will consider only redundan t  broadcas t  
networks and refer to them simply as broadcas t  
networks.  

4 From broadcasts to point-to-point 
communication 

We will initially use the broadcas t  degree of a net- 
work as its characterizat ion.  Clearly, for a system 
with n processors,  l<_b<_n. No te  that  for b=n, 
every broadcas t  is guaranteed to be received by 
all processors. Therefore,  a pro tocol  in which the 
sender simply issues a broadcas t  and other  proces- 
sors accept any message received suffices to achieve 

RB since BNP with b = n trivially guarantees the 
agreement  and validity requirements.  At the other  
extreme, when b = 1, there can be isolated proces- 
sors and the network cannot  be guaranteed  to re- 
main connected.  Consequently,  the smallest value 
of b for which assumption N A  can be satisfied is 
2. 

Consider  a broadcas t  ne twork  with b--2 .  In 
this case, the ne twork  can only guarantee  that  for 
some broadcasts  during the pro tocol  execution, the 
messages will be received by at most  one other  
processor.  In other  words,  for some communica-  
tions the broadcas t  networks degenerate  into 
poin t - to-poin t  links between two processors. In the 
worst  case, the broadcas t  ne twork may allow a 
faulty processor  to send a message to only one 
processor.  As we will show in the following sec- 
tions, t + 1 rounds are necessary and sufficient to 
achieve RB in this case. Note  that  this time com- 
plexity for RB matches that  of [12, 10, 14] for 
various failure models in point - to-point  networks.  

W h a t  remains to be resolved is the execution 
time required for an RB protocol  in networks 
where the broadcas t  degree is between these two 
extremes. We will call such a limited broadcas t  ca- 
pability a partial broadcast. 

5 Reliable broadcasts through partial 
broadcasts 
Initially, in addit ion to NA, we will assume that  
a broadcast reaches all processors belonging to its 
receiving set in the same round. This assumption 
will be relaxed in Sect. 6. Note  that  in the case 
of a correct  processor  broadcast ing,  the receiving 
set includes all other  processors. Consequently,  any 
pro tocol  where processors simply echo a message 
received in the previous round  will guarantee that  
all correct  processors receive that  message one 
round  after the first correct  processor does so. As 
the processor  failures are restricted to omission, 
all of  the messages generated by such a protocol  
can only contain the sender's value. Wha t  we have 
to demons t ra te  is an upper  bound  on the number  
of rounds by which time all correct  processors can 
accept some default value (denoted as 6) if they 
have not  received any messages. 

Consider  a broadcas t  network where t < b < n. 
In this case, the initial broadcas t  by the sender, 
with local value v, is received by at least one but  
not  necessarily all correct  processors. By the above 
observations,  all processors are guaranteed  to re- 
ceive the sender's message by the end of the second 
round.  They  accept v if a message is received in 
the first or second rounds.  Otherwise they accept 
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Init ial ization: 
Fo r  all processors  

e+---  ?; 

R o u n d  1 : 
Fo r  s (the sender  with local value  v) 

broadcast (v); 
0~+--- V; 

R o u n d  i, 2<_i<_m: 
if c~ = ? and  received message  # in r ound  i -  1 then 

broadcast (#); 
c~ , - -# ;  

fi; 

At  the conclus ion  of r o u n d  m: 
if e = ? and  received message  # in r ound  m then 

c~- - -# ;  
fi; 
if  c~ = ? then 

accept 6; 
else 

accept c~; 
fi; 

Fig. 2. Protocol  Pl  with pa rame te r  m:  reliable b roadcas t  for 
partial  b roadcas t  ne tworks  

the default value. In [-2], we have presented such 
two-round protocols for various processor and 
communication failure models and showed their 
optimality with respect to the number of rounds. 

We now consider the remaining range of broad- 
cast degrees. The parameterized protocol displayed 
in Fig. 2 implements RB for broadcast networks 
with broadcast degrees in the range 2 < b_< t +  1. 
Note that this protocol closely resembles the one 
presented in [14]. The following theorem estab- 
lishes its correctness. 

Theorem 1. For a network with broadcast degree 
b, where 2 _ < b < t + l ,  protocol P1 implements R B  
in the presence of  up to t omission faul ty  processors 
in m = t -  b + 3 rounds. 

Proo f  Let v denote the sender's local value. We 
proceed by case analysis. If the sender is correct, 
all processors receive v by the end of the first round 
and record it in their local variables c~ which are 
accepted at the end of round m. Therefore agree- 
ment, validity and termination conditions are sat- 
isfied. 

In the remaining cases the sender is faulty. If 
it sent no messages at all, no processor ever receives 
a message and all accept 6 at the end of round 
m. If the sender broadcasts over any channel whose 
broadcast degree is n, then all processors receive 
the message and accept v at the end of round m. 

If the sender is faulty and broadcasts some mes- 
sage such that a correct processor q receives it in 
round i, for i<  m, then q will echo v in round i+  1. 

By our assumption, all processors receive v in 
round i+  1 and by round min(m, i+  1) they all will 
have set their accept variable c~ to v. 

As a final possibility, a faulty sender could 
broadcast such that only a subset of the correct 
processors receive v for the first time exactly at 
round m. For contradiction suppose this situation 
occurs. According to the protocol, a processor is 
allowed to echo the message only in the round 
immediately after the round in which it first re- 
ceived it. Therefore, for the above scenario to occur 
there must be a chain of m faulty processors 
s p q r  ... z such that s is the sender and the kth pro- 
cessor receives its first message from its immediate 
predecessor in the chain in round k -  1 and echoes 
it in round k. Some but not all correct processors 
receive their first message from processor z at 
round m, while other correct processors do not re- 
ceive any message by round m. Given that the net- 
work has broadcast degree b, we show that at least 
b + m - 2  faulty processors are necessary for this 
scenario to occur. Recall that since failures are re- 
stricted to omission, faulty processors cannot delay 
echoing a message they have received beyond the 
first round after they receive it. So none of q r . . . z  
could have received the initial broadcast of s, and 
there must have been b other faulty processors, 
including s and p, that received the initial broadcast 
of s. Consequently, at least b + m -  2 faulty proces- 
sors are needed: b in the first round and m - 2  
in the remaining rounds. This contradicts the state- 
ment of the theorem where t < b + m -  3. [] 

Note that the execution time of the protocol 
increases linearly from 2 rounds to t + 1 rounds 
as the broadcast degree decreases from t + 1 to 2 
(corresponding to the point-to-point case). 

6 Coping with networks 
of arbitrary diameter 

Recall that within a round, each correct processor 
can communicate with all other processors in the 
system. We define a phase to be the interval of 
time necessary for all processors to communicate 
only with their current immediate neighbors. Note 
that during the execution of the protocol, the origi- 
nal system graph representing connectivity be- 
tween processors will dynamically evolve as pro- 
cessor and communication failures occur. Conse- 
quently, the set of immediate neighbors of a proces- 
sor can change from phase to phase. The assump- 
tion we made in the previous section, whereby a 
broadcast by a correct processor is received by all 
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other processors in the same round, implies a sys- 
tem where a phase and a round coincide. 

In this section we relax this assumption and 
consider systems where a single phase is no longer 
sufficient to implement a round. The diameter of 
a graph, denoted as do, is the number of edges 
in the longest of the shortest paths between all 
pairs of vertices. Using our terminology, the diame- 
ter of a network is the minimum number of phases 
necessary to implement a round in the absence of 
failures. We define the survivor diameter, denoted 
as d, to be the maximum number of phases required 
to achieve a round (all pairwise communications) 
under all permissible failure scenarios [4]. More 
formally, if P is the set of all processors, Pc is the 
set of all correct processors and K (p, q) is the maxi- 
mum number of phases it can take for a broadcast 
from processor p to reach processor q, then the 
survivor diameter, d, is: 

d = max K(p,q). 
P~P,q~Pc 

It is important to note that whereas do has a 
purely static definition, the survivor diameter of 
a system is defined dynamically. Consider a net- 
work with survivor diameter d. Such a network 
can be actually partitioned during some phases but 
still be connected when viewed over the round con- 
sisting of d phases. In fact, in systems where the 
communication components fail and recover fre- 
quently, it is conceivable that at any given time, 
the network may contain processor pairs that can- 
not communicate. For a network to have survivor 
diameter d, the failures in the system must be such 
that every processor is guaranteed to receive a mes- 
sage broadcast by a correct processor within d 
phases. Thus, we can relax the Network Assump- 
tion by replacing the connectivity requirement with 
the survivor diameter specification. 

Protocol P1 of the previous section was pre- 
sented in terms of rounds. Given that in general 
d phases are required to implement a round, proto- 
col P 1 could be used for networks with arbitrary 
d provided that the broadcast primitive is viewed 
as the invocation of a d-phase delivery protocol. 
In this approach, the total execution time of the 
protocol is clearly d ( t - b  + 3) phases. However, as 
the next result shows, we can achieve RB in a 
number of phases that is an additive (rather than 
a multiplicative) function of d by "pipelining" the 
communication in the network. Dolev and Strong 
present a similar result for arbitrary processor fail- 
ures in fully-reliable, point-to-point networks [10]. 

In protocol P 1, we simply replace rounds with 
phases such that m now is the number of phases 

and the broadcast primitive, when executed by a 
correct processor, distributes the message to all of 
its current immediate neighbors. 

Theorem 2. For a network with survivor diameter 
d and broadcast degree b, where 2 < b < t +  l, proto- 
col P 1 implements RB in the presence of up to t 
omission faulty processors in m = t -  b + d + 2 
phases. 

Proof Let v denote the sender's local value. We 
proceed by case analysis. If correct processors re- 
ceive no messages by the end of phase m they all 
accept ~3. In the remaining cases some correct pro- 
cessors receive v during the execution of the proto- 
col. 

If the first correct processor receives v at phase 
i, for i < t - b + 2 ,  then all correct processors will 
receive v within the next d phases. Since i + d < m 
for all possible values of i, all correct processors 
receive v by the end of phase m and accept it. Note 
that this case applies to correct senders, and there- 
fore the validity condition is satisfied. 

We claim that this represents the latest phase 
by which a correct processor can receive the mes- 
sage. For contradiction, suppose the first correct 
processor to receive v does so at phase i>  t - b  + 2. 
For this to occur, a chain of i faulty processors 
spqr. . ,  z with the same properties as the chain in- 
troduced in the proof of Theorem 1 is required. 
Also the b - 1  processors that receive the sender's 
initial broadcast must all be faulty and different 
from q r. . .z ,  by a similar argument to that in the 
proof of Theorem 1. Thus the total number of 
faulty processors necessary for this scenario is 
i + b - 2 .  But this exceeds t for any value of 
i > t - b + 2, thus leading to a contradiction. 

In summary, either a correct processor receives 
v by phase t - b  + 2 and all correct processors ac- 
cept v at phase m, or no correct processor receives 
a message and all accept 6 at phase m. Therefore 
the agreement and termination conditions are also 
satisfied, concluding the proof. [] 

Now, we notice that the execution time of our 
RB protocol increases linearly, with either decreas- 
ing broadcast degree or increasing survivor diame- 
ter. 

7 Coping with clock skew 
and timing failures 

In this section, we briefly sketch how our round- 
based RB protocols can be modified to work in 
a system that does not guarantee perfectly synchro- 
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nized local clocks or where processors may commit 
"timing failures", to be defined below. The result- 
ing protocols no longer have the lock-step round 
structure and messages propagate through the sys- 
tem as fast as the network can transport them. 
We note that our protocols have a structure similar 
to the "diffusion-based" protocols of [-8] for sys- 
tems with point-to-point communication networks. 

Consider a system where each correct processor 
has a local hardware clock that exhibits bounded 
drift with respect to real time. In such systems, 
well-known protocols [15, 18, 26, 3] may be used 
to achieve global clock synchronization in the pres- 
ence of faulty components, such that the following 
assumption is satisfied: 

CA: (Clock Assumption) Correct processors have 
local clocks that differ by at most e units and 
have bounded drift with respect to (unobserv- 
able) real time. The parameter e is called the 
clock skew and is known to all processors 
a priori. 

Consider a network with survivor diameter d and 
broadcast degree b, where 2 < b < t + 1, with up to 
t omission faulty processors for which CA holds. 
We modify our round-based protocols to simply 
relay all messages as soon as they are received, 
instead of waiting for the start of the next phase. 
Let L be a constant known to all processors that 
denotes the maximum duration of each phase, as 
measured on any correct clock. The principal com- 
ponents of L are the message preparation, trans- 
mission and receipt times for adjacent processors 
in the network. Let T denote the starting time of 
an arbitrary instance of the protocol that is known 
to all processors. That is, each correct processor 
starts the protocol when its local clock reads T. 
Then, it is easy to show that if each correct proces- 
sor terminates the protocol when its local clock 
reads T+ (t - b + d + 2) L + ~, the agreement, validi- 
ty and termination conditions for RB will be sat- 
isfied. 

We next consider timing failures. A timing fail- 
ure occurs when a processor performs an action 
specified by its protocol, but either too early or 
too late [-8]. Note that omission and crash failures 
are special cases of timing failures. 

Now consider a network with survivor diame- 
ter d and broadcast degree b, where 2 < b < t + l ,  
with up to t timing faulty processors. We will aug- 
ment the previous protocol such that all messages 
are tagged with the number of the phase during 
which they are broadcast. A processor relays a 
message by incrementing its phase number by one 
and then rebroadcasting it. Note that faulty proces- 

sors may affect the timing of the new broadcast, 
but not its contents (including the phase number). 
To change the content of a message requires a more 
malicious failure than those admitted by the timing 
failure model. The receive operation checks the 
phase number of a message as it arrives. This check 
ensures that any message received by a correct pro- 
cessor in a given phase can be relayed by that pro- 
cessor and will be received by all correct processors 
in the next phase. Therefore, if a processor receives 
a message tagged with phase number k at local 
time "c, the message will be ignored unless 
T-keN'c< T+k(L+e). Note that this is precisely 
the "timeliness" check developed in [8]. If a phase 
k message is received within the above interval, 
as measured on a correct processor's local clock, 
the processor will tag it with phase number k + 1 
and relay it immediately. The message will arrive 
at all correct processors within the local clock 
range T - ( k + l )  e.. .T+(k+l)(L+~) and will 
clearly pass the receive check for phase k + 1. 

Given this modified protocol, we can compute 
the worst case termination time as a function of 
the system parameters t, b, d, L and ~. Recall from 
the proof of Theorem 2 that in the worst case, 
a chain of t--b+2 faulty processors can hide 
the message before the first correct processor sees 
it. Each of these faulty processors can delay the 
message by e units before relaying it while still 
satisfying the receive condition. Consequently, a 
total of (t-b+2)(L+~) time units can elapse be- 
fore the first correct processor receives the mes- 
sage. At this point, each correct processor relays 
the message as soon as it receives it. As the survi- 
vor diameter of the network is d, the additional 
time required for all correct processors to receive 
and accept the message is dL+e as measured on 
any clock. Adding the two components, we get 
( t -b+2)(L+e)+dL+e as the worst case termina- 
tion time of the protocol. 

Note that this termination time coincides with 
that of the "timing fault tolerant" RB protocol 
of [-8] when we characterize a point-to-point net- 
work by setting b=2.  However, when b>2,  our 
protocols achieve better performance. 

8 Lower bound proofs 
In this section we consider lower bounds - how 
fast can an RB protocol run in a given fault envi- 
ronment and given broadcast degree? In the case 
of omission failures, we show that the protocols 
derived in the previous sections are optimal. Next 
we consider more general failures. We show that 
if the failures to be tolerated are only slightly more 
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general than  omission failures, then RB on a net- 
work with broadcas t  degree b < t is inherently no 
faster (in terms of rounds) than  RB on a point- to-  
point  network.  In particular,  we show that  if pro- 
cessors may  exhibit general omission faults - fail 
to send and /o r  receive messages - then RB on 
a ne twork with broadcas t  degree b < t  must  take 
t + l  rounds.  This result is somewhat  surprising; 
in most  o ther  environments ,  a weakening of the 
constraints  on faulty processor  behavior  does not  
lead to an increase in inherent  time complexi ty of 
the problem. F o r  example, in point - to-point  net- 
works, the RB problem can be solved in t + l  
rounds  whether  processors fail by crashing, send 
omission [14] or exhibit a rbi t rary  failures where 
authent ica t ion is not  available (albeit at the ex- 
pense of message complexity) [19]. It  is interesting 
to note  that  other  problems are known to become 
more  difficult when the failure model  is relaxed 
f rom send omission to general omission. Moses 
and Tutt le  [21] have shown that  in point - to-point  
networks with send omission faulty processors,  op- 
timal s imultaneous action protocols  require local 
polynomial- t ime computa t ion  at each processor;  
however,  if the processors can commit  general om- 
ission faults, opt imal  s imultaneous action requires 
that  each processor  solve an NP-ha rd  problem in 
each round.  

If the broadcas t  degree of the network is large 
enough,  RB can be achieved in fewer than  t +  1 
rounds in the presence of arbi t rary  processor  fail- 
ures. In particular,  Babao~lu and D r u m m o n d  ex- 
hibit a 2- round pro tocol  for RB that can tolerate 
arbi t rary  failures if the broadcas t  degree of the net- 
work is greater  than t + n/2. Fur thermore ,  this pro- 
tocol does not  require the use of message authenti-  
cation. 

This section is organized as follows. First  we 
describe a model  of an unreliable distr ibuted envi- 
ronment ,  and the execution of an RB protocol  in 
such an environment .  We define the concept  of 
"similar  runs"  of a pro tocol ;  two runs are similar 
if a correct  processor  in one run accepts the same 
message as a correct  processor  in the other  run. 
For  any RB protocol ,  all correct  processors must  
be able to distinguish the run where no failures 
occur  f rom a run where the sender is faulty and 
the messages it sends are never seen by any correct  
processor.  We derive our  t ime complexi ty lower 
bounds  by showing that  these two runs are similar 
for a small enough number  of rounds in the proto-  
col execution. We give in detail the lower bound  
p roo f  for omission failures in a broadcas t  ne twork  
with unit  diameter.  Then,  we outline the proofs 
for general omission failures and networks with 
arbi t rary  diameters. 

8.1 Bas i c  de f in i t ions  and  mode l  
o f  e x e c u t i o n  

Assume that the total  number  of processors is n, 
of which t can be faulty. We denote  by v any value 
from the domain  of broadcas t  values, and 6 is the 
distinguished value that  may  be accepted if the 
sender is faulty. An RB pro tocol  is modeled as 
a pair of  deterministic functions (A, F), local to each 
processor.  The first of the pair, A, is the action 
.function; it defines the messages to be sent in every 
round  by a processor  as a function of all messages 
received by that  processor  in previous rounds.  The 
second function F, is the decision function. It maps 
the messages received by a processor  during any 
execution of the RB protocol  into the decision 
value for that  processor.  The decision and action 
functions may depend on the identity of a proces- 
sor. 

The  execution of a pro tocol  in a given environ- 
ment  is modeled as a directed graph called a run. 
A run consists of a number  of levels. Each level, 
except the last, corresponds  to one round  in the 
execution of the protocol .  The last level corre- 
sponds to the state of the processors at the termina- 
t ion of  the protocol .  Thus, an m round  protocol  
will have runs consisting of m + 1 levels. Such runs 
are said to be of depth m. Each level consists of 
n nodes, one per processor.  The node representing 
processor  p at level i is denoted  Pi. Each node Pi 
at level i, 1 <_i <m,  has outedges directed to every 
node  qi+l that  processor  p sends messages to in 
round  i. The label on an edge from node pi to 
q~+l is the message that  p sends to q in round  
i. The sender has a special level 1 inedge indicating 
the value to be broadcast .  A run R restricted to 
p, denoted  as pR, is the subgraph obta ined from 
R by deleting all edges except those directed to 
nodes p~, 1 < i < m + 1. 

In this model,  the action function A for proces- 
sor p is a function from pR up to level i into the 
outedges and labels for each node p~. If the action 
funct ion labels an outedge with a value from the 
message domain,  this value must  be a function of 
previously received values. The decision function 
F is a map from pR into the domain  of possible 
message values, or 6. F(pR) must  re turn ~ if p has 
no inedges in the entire run labeled with a value 
from the message domain.  

We now incorpora te  the envi ronment  into this 
model.  The environment in which a pro tocol  is de- 
signed to execute is characterized by the follow- 
ing: 

(1) A descript ion of the allowable behavior  of cor- 
rect processors. This is just  a specification of 
the allowable act ion function. 
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(2) A description of the behavior that  faulty pro- 
cessors may  exhibit. This is just a specification 
of the failure model. 

Both of these can be specified in terms of the out- 
edges that  may  exist in any run of a protocol  in 
the environment,  and the labels these outedges may  
have. In every run, the outedges from nodes repre- 
senting correct processors must  be as specified by 
A. A processor p is faulty by level i in a run R 
if the outedges from at least one of p j, 1 <j<i, 
are not  as specified by the action function. They 
must, however, be consistent with the environment  
specification. No more than t processors may  be 
faulty in any run. 

The conditions for RB may  be restated in this 
model as: 

RBA: (Agreement) In any run R, if p and q are 
correct processors, then F(pR) = F(qR). 

RBV: (Validity) In all runs R, where s is correct 
and its level 1 inedge is labeled v, F(pR)=v 
for all correct processors p. 

RBT: (Termination) All runs have finite depth. 

Two runs R and R' of a protocol (A,F) are 
called similar, denoted R ~ R', if F(pR)= F(qR') for 
some correct processor p in R and some correct 
processor q in R'. By definition the similarity rela- 
tion is reflexive and symmetric. Since all runs satis- 
fy RBA, similarity is also transitive. 

One particular run of any RB protocol  will be 
of interest to us. The correct run, denoted 7, is an 
execution of the protocol where all processors are 
correct and behave as specified by their action 
functions 4. By the RBV requirement, F(py)=-v for 
all processors p. 

We first consider omission failures in a broad- 
cast network with unit  diameter and show that  
the protocol developed in Sect. 5 is optimal. 

8.2 Lower bound proof Jor RB protocols 
with partial broadcasts 

In this section we give a lower bound  for the 
number  of rounds required for the RB problem 
in networks with broadcast  degree b. Our proofs 
are generalizations of those found in [10, 14] that  
establish similar results for other communicat ion 
and failure models. Our environment  is character- 
ized as follows: 

(1) All runs are of depth t -b+2.  
(2) In level i, 1 < i_< t -  b + 2, each node pi either 

has: 

4 There is actually one correct  run for each distinct input  value. 
Our proofs do not  make use of this fact, so we let 7 denote  
the correct  run for any arbi trary input  value 

(a) Outedges to all nodes in level i +  1 (node 
Pi is correct). 

(b) Outedges to k nodes, b < k < n, in level i + 1, 
including node Pi+ 1 (processor p has failed 
by level i). 

(c) No outedges (either node Pi is correct or 
processor p has failed by level i). 

(3) Since we consider only omission failures in a 
broadcast  network, all outedges from a particu- 
lar node must  have the same label. 

Intuitively, to establish a lower bound,  we 
should consider runs where the value transmit ted 
by the sender is not  exposed to the correct proces- 
sors for as long as possible. We now formalize the 
class of such runs. We consider all runs satisfying 
RBA and RBV with which we can associate a se- 
quence of sets of processors S(1)...S(t-b+2), 
called the possible failure sequence, with the follow- 
ing properties: 

(1) ]S(r)l=b+r-2, l<=r<t-b+2. 

(2) S(r)~S(r+l), l ~ r < t - b + 2 .  

(3) If processor p has failed by level r, then 
peS(r). 

We call all such runs the critical run set and 
denote it as C. Note  that  we are not  restricting 
the behavior of any RB protocol;  only the class 
of failures we are considering. If a particular run 
H is a member  of C, it may  have many  associated 
possible failure sequences. Also, note that  7, the 
execution in which no processors fail, is a member  
of C, in which case we may associate any sequence 
S satisfying conditions (1) and (3) with this run. 
Recall that  in a correct execution all processors 
must  accept the value v broadcast  by the sender. 
Therefore, F (p7)=  v for all correct p. 

We will now outline our proof. We have defined 
an equivalence relation (similarity) on runs in C, 
and we have noted that  7 is a member  of C. We 
will show below that  all runs in C are equivalent. 
We will also show that  C includes runs where the 
initial value is never received by any correct proces- 
sor. Such runs must arrive at the default decision 
value. This will give a contradiction,  completing 
the proof. 

A processor p is hidden in level r, 
1 _< r < t - b + 2, in a run H e C as follows: 

(1) In level t - b + 2, p e S ( t -  b + 2) and all outedges 
from Pt-b+2 are directed to level t - b + 3  nodes 
representing processors in S( t -  b + 2). 

(2) In level r, 1 < r < t -  b + 2, p E S (r) and all out- 
edges of Pr are directed to nodes in level r + 1 
representing hidden procesors in S(r + 1). 
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Intuitively, a processor  is hidden in a round  
if the informat ion  it possesses at the start  of that  
round  does not  disseminate to all o ther  processors 
before the terminat ion  of the protocol .  We let a 
denote  an arbi t rary  run where the sender is hidden 
in level 1. 

The following lemma shows that  for any run 
in C, we ma y  modify inedges of hidden processors 
wi thout  affecting the result of a reliable broadcast .  

L e m m a  1. For any run H e C ,  and any set of proces- 
sors P in H such that all p e P  are hidden in level 
r, there exists a run H', equivalent to H, with any 
single level r -  1 edge ep to each pEP added, removed 
or with a different label. (However an edge may 
only be removed if its source has at least b remaining 
outedges.) H' is identical to H in levels 1 through 
r -  1, apart from the edges ep. 

Proof We construct  a downward  induct ion on r, 
the number  of levels. Fo r  the base case, we may  
add, remove or change the label of any single in- 
edge to any hidden processor  in the last level with- 
out  changing the run as seen by any other  proces- 
sor. Thus this is the required equivalent run H'. 
N ow assume we can do this for all levels r +  1 
through t - b + 2 .  We modify the edges one at a 
time. If we alter, add or remove an edge from level 
r - 1  to a hidden processor  in level r, we replace 
its outedges in level r either with the same edges 
with a new label or with no edges at all. However ,  
in either case we are affecting inedges of hidden 
processors in level r + 1, so we apply the induct ion 
hypothesis.  Thus  the final run H '  will be equivalent  
to H. [ ]  

The following lemma formally shows the effect 
of a hidden sender. 

L e m m a  2. In the run where the sender is hidden 
in level 1, all correct processors must accept the de- 
fault value. In other words, F(pa)= 6 for all correct 
p. 

Proof Since the sender is hidden in level 1, only 
processors in S(r), for any r, may  have inedges la- 
beled with values f rom the message domain.  Any  
processor  not  in S(r) is correct,  and thus must  have 
F ( p a ) = &  By RBA, all correct  processors have 
F(pa)=(5. [] 

The following lemma is the core of the proof. 
It shows how we may  t ransform any run in C to 
correct  or hide any processor  th rough  graph trans- 
formations,  and preserve equivalence. 

L e m m a  3. For every run HE C, for any processor 
p at any level r, 1 <_r<_t-b+2: 

(1 )  There exists a run H' eC, equivalent to H, such 
that: 
(a)  H' is identical to H in levels I through r, 

apart from outedges from Pr. 
(b )  Processor p is correct in H' during and after 

level r. 
(c)  All processors are correct after level r in 

H r" 

(2)  There exists a run H' eC, equivalent to H, such 
that for any legal assignment to S(r): 
(a)  H' is identical to H in levels 1 through r, 

apart from level r outedges from nodes repre- 
senting processors in S(r). 

(b)  All processors in S(r) are hidden at level 
r in  H'. 

Proof We prove the lemma by downward  induc- 
t ion on r, the number  of levels. 

Base case. Let r = t - b + 2 .  F o r  par t  (1), consider 
a faulty processor  at level t - b  + 2, missing some 
level t -  b + 2 outedges specified by the action func- 
t ion A. If we add these edges, one at a time, at 
each step there will be correct  processors that  see 
the same local run (i.e., the run restricted to that  
processor) afterwards as before. Therefore the final 
run H '  will be equivalent to H. F o r  part  (2), consid- 
er any legal assignment to S ( t - b + 2 ) .  We wish 
to hide all processors in this set. We consider each 
processor,  one at a time, and remove level t - b  + 2 
outedges, one at a time. At each point, there will 
be correct  processors which see the same local run  
afterwards as before. We cont inue this process until 
no processor  in S ( t - b + 2 )  has a level t - b + 2  out- 
edge to a processor  not  in S ( t - b + 2 ) .  Therefore  
the final run  H '  is equivalent to H, and all proces- 
sors in S ( t - b + 2 )  are hidden. 

Induction case. Given the hypothesis  for all levels 
greater  than  r, we show how to construct  the re- 
quired H '  for condit ions 1 and 2 as follows: 

(1) Here  we are trying to correct  an arbi t rary  
processor p in level r. 

(1.1) Correct  all processors in levels r + 1 through 
t - b + 2 .  We can do this by (1) of the induc- 
tion hypothesis. 

(1.2) There  are now a max imum of S(r) faulty 
processors in the run, since any processor  
that  became faulty after level r has been cor- 
rected. Since [S(r)l<lS(r+l)[, there is at 
least one correct  processor  q in S(r + 1). 

(1.3) F o r  a faulty processor  p proceed as follows: 
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If p is missing all its outedges then 
(1.3.1) Hide any b processors at round r +  1. We 

can do this by the induction hypothesis and 
the fact that  b < IS(r)l. 

(1.3.2) Add b edges from Pr to the newly hidden 
processors in round r + 1, by L e m m a  1. 

(1.3.3) Correct all processors in round r +  1, by the 
induction hypothesis. 

While there is a level r outedge ofpr missing: 
(1.3.4) Select a missing outedge e (with respect to 

the action function A) of pr directed to fir. 
(1.3.5) Let S'(r+ 1)=(S( r+  1)--{q})u {p'}. 
(1.3.6) Hide p' at level r + 1, by (2) of the induct ion 

hypothesis. 
(1.3.7) Insert the edge e into the graph, by Lem- 

ma 1. 
(1.3.8) Correct all processors at level r +  1, by (1) 

of the induction hypothesis. The resulting 
run is a member of C, since we can use 
S ' ( r+  1) instead of S ( r +  1). Note  that  by a 
similar argument  to (1.2) above, there is still 
a correct processor q in S ' ( r+  1). Thus we 
can continue this process until pr has all 
its outedges. 

(1.4) Processor p is correct in the resulting run 
since we have added all missing edges, and 
all processors are correct after level r. It thus 
satisfies part  (1) of the induction hypothesis. 

(2) Here we want to hide all the processors in 
S(r) at level r. 

(2.1) Correct all processors at level r + 1, by part  
(1) of the induction hypothesis. 

(2.2) Hide all processors in S ( r +  1) at level r +  1, 
by part  (2) of the induction hypothesis. 

(2.3) Add any missing edges from every peS(r) 
to any p ' e S ( r +  1), by Lemma 1. 

(2.4) Correct all processors at level r + 1, by part  
(1) of the induction hypothesis. 

(2.5) Now all processors in S(r) have at least b 
edges to processors in S ( r +  1) and all pro- 
cessors are correct after level r. The follow- 
ing transformations remove all edges from 
all peS(r)  to any p ' ~ S ( r +  1). We generate 
a series of equivalent runs HoH1 ... Hj with 
associated failure sequences SoS1. . .Sj ,  
where H o = H  and So=S. We note that  
since we do not  change the failure behavior 
of any run before level r, and only of proces- 
sors in So(r), we have So(r)=Sl(r ) . . . .  
=S/r). 

(2.6) For  each peSo(r), for each edge e from p 
directed to p' ~ So (r + 1): 

(2.6.1) Since all processors are correct after level 
r, there is some qieSi(r + 1) that  is correct. 

(2.6.2) Let Si+l(r+ 1)=(S/ ( r+  1 ) -{q i} )u  {p'}. 
(2.6.3) Hide Si(r+ 1) at level r +  1, by the induct ion 

hypothesis. Now p' is hidden. 
(2.6.4) Since e is now directed at a hidden proces- 

sor, we may  remove it by Lemma 1. 
(2.6.5) Correct all processors in S i + l ( r +  1) by the 

induct ion hypothesis. We now have Hi+ 1- 

(2.7) Let S)(r+ 1)=S~(r)w {q0}. This is clearly a 
possible value for HSs failure sequence since 
all processors are correct in level r + 1. 

(2.8) Hide all processors in S)(r + 1) at level r + 1, 
by the induct ion hypothesis. 

The resulting run satisfies part  (2) of the induct ion 
hypothesis. All processors in S(r) now only com- 
municate with processors in S'(r+ 1) that  are hid- 
den. Thus all processors in S(r) are hidden. []  

Theorem 3. In a network with broadcast degree b, 
there exists no protocol that achieves reliable broad- 
cast in fewer than t - b + 3  rounds, where t is the 
maximum number of  omission faulty processors. 

Proof Given any run H e C ,  we may apply Lem- 
ma 3 repeatedly to t ransform it to an equivalent 
run in which the sender is hidden. In this run, by 
Lemma 2, the value accepted by the correct proces- 
sors must  be 3. However, 7 e C  and F(pT)=v, by 
RBA. Thus we cannot  achieve the agreement re- 
quirement in C, where processors are only permit- 
ted t -  b + 2 rounds of communicat ion.  [] 

8.3 Lower bound proofs 
for other fault models 
We now consider the effects of slightly weakening 
our fault model to allow other types of failures. 
We show that  a very slight weakening of the fault 
model leads to a large increase in the inherent time 
complexity of the problem. More specifically, if 
faulty processors may  omit  to receive messages, as 
well as send them, then the lower bound  for RB 
becomes t + 1 rounds, even in a broadcast  environ- 
ment. An intuitive justification for this result goes 
as follows. If a network has broadcast  degree b, 
where b<t ,  faulty processors must send at least 
b copies of every message. However, if other faulty 
processors may  omit  to receive the message, there 
may  be circumstances where a message will only 
be received by one other processor, and the net- 
work will be logically reduced to a point- to-point  
network. We formalize this line of reasoning in our  
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next theorem. Since the model  and reasoning we 
use are very similar to the previous theorem, we 
simply give the changes to the model  and outline 
the p roof  of the theorem. 

A run is defined exactly as before, with one 
addition. Each edge in the graph is colored green 
or red. A green edge indicates that  the target of 
the edge received the message. A red edge indicates 
that  the target  of the edge omit ted to receive the 
message. Thus,  only faulty processors have red in- 
edges, but  any processor  may  have a red outedge. 
All act ion and decision functions are applied to 
green inedges only, and action functions may not 
depend on the color  of outedges. 

We now define the set of runs we will consider, 
the critical run set. As before, we consider runs 
where a value t ransmit ted by a faulty sender can 
be kept  f rom the correct  processors for as long 
as possible. We construct  a scenario where one new 
processor  per round  commits  a send omission fail- 
ure. In the early rounds,  under  this scenario a par- 
tial b roadcas t  would reach a correct  processor. So 
we augment  the send omission failures with enough 
receive omission failures to prevent  this from hap- 
pening. Formalizing,  we consider all runs of depth  
t, satisfying RBA and RBV, with which we can 
associate a sequence of processors S(1).. .  S(t) such 
that :  

(1) IS(r)l = b if r < b, IS(r)[ = r otherwise 
(2) S ( r ) c S ( r + l ) ,  for all r such that  1 < r < t .  
(3) If processor  p has failed by level r, then pES(r). 
(4) N o  more  than  r processors commit  send omis- 

sion failures by level r (i.e., have a missing out- 
edge with respect to the action function). 

(5) Any  processor  that  commits  a send omission 
failure does not  commi t  a receive omission fail- 
ure. 

(6) At  most  b - r - 1  processors commit  receive 
omission failures in level r, for r < b - 1. No  pro- 
cessor commits  receive omission failures in level 
r f o r r > b - 1 .  

We call all runs satisfying these criteria the set C'. 
We now define what  it means for a processor  

to be hidden in a set of runs in C'. A processor  
p is hidden in level r in a run H e C '  as follows: 
(1) In level t, all faulty processors that  only have 

outedges to processors in S(t) are hidden. 
(2) A processor  is hidden in level r, where 1 < r < t 

iff all green outedges from the processor  in level 
r are directed to processors in S(r+ 1) that  are 
hidden in S(r+ 1). 

Using the methods  of the previous section, we 
may  now prove that  all runs in C' are equivalent.  
We omit  the p roo f  due to its detail and similarity 
to the previous proof. Since C' includes bo th  a run  

where the sender is hidden, and a run where no 
processors fail, this leads us directly to: 

Theorem 4. In a network where up to t processors 
are subject to general omission failures, with broad- 
cast degree b, b<t ,  there exists no protocol that 
achieves reliable broadcast in fewer than t + l  
rounds. 

Finally we consider the case where the diameter  
of the ne twork  is greater  than  one. Again we show 
that  the pro tocol  previously developed in Sect. 6 
is optimal.  

Theorem 5. In a broadcast network with broadcast 
degree b and survivor diameter d, where b < t, RB 
cannot be achieved in t + d -  b + 1 phases in the pres- 
ence of  t omission faulty processors. 

Proof outline. We prove by induct ion on d. If d = 1, 
the result follows from Theorem 4. Assume the re- 
sult holds for d -  1. N o w  consider an environment  
of d iameter  d, denoted  Ea. Given any RB protocol  
for this envi ronment  we divide the processors in 
any run of this pro tocol  into two sets: Those  pro- 
cessors that  are up to d - 1  phases away from the 
sender, denoted  p a n d  the rest, denoted  P' (all one 
phase from some member  of P). N o w  by the induc- 
t ion hypothesis,  an RB protocol  among  the proces- 
sors in P will take t -  b + d + 1 phases in some cases. 
Therefore,  some processors in P may not  receive 
a t ransmit ted value until this phase. Any proces- 
sors in P' that  are only connected to such proces- 
sors in P will not  receive the value until phase 
t - b  + d + 2. A full p roo f  can be given using the 
methods  of Sect. 8.2. [ ]  

9 Conclusions 

We have studied the reliable broadcas t  problem 
in distr ibuted systems where the communica t ion  
network is characterized by its broadcas t  degree 
and survivor diameter.  Convent ional  ne twork to- 
pologies such as fully connected point - to-point  
graphs, simple linear chains and rings cor respond 
to special cases of this characterization.  In general, 
the class of networks that  are generated for arbi- 
t rary b and d cor respond to c o m m o n  architectures 
consisting of a collection of (possibly non-homoge-  
neous) broadcas t  networks  that  are interconnected 
th rough  gateways where any of the network com- 
ponents  may  fail. 

We  have exhibited a simple protocol  to imple- 
ment  reliable broadcas t  in systems based on such 
communica t ion  networks.  The pro tocol  degener- 
ates into the familiar solutions for RB at the ex- 
t reme points of the character izat ion - fully con- 
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nected point-to-point networks and full broadcast 
networks. In both cases, our protocol matches the 
established execution time lower bounds for RB 
[14, 10, 2]. We were able to extend the basic round- 
based protocol to incorporate arbitrary network 
survivor diameter, clock skew and tolerate timing 
failures through stepwise refinement. This metho- 
dology not only allows us to argue the correctness 
of the final protocol in steps, it renders the presen- 
tation much more understandable. 

Several open questions remain. Firstly, can the 
techniques used to speed up the execution of RB 
in conventional point-to-point networks, such as 
randomized and early-stopping algorithms, be ap- 
plied in this environment to make our algorithms 
even faster? Secondly, although 2-round algo- 
rithms exist when b > t + n/2 [2], no algorithm is 
yet known that can both tolerate arbitrary failures 
and execute in less than t + l  rounds when 
t <= b < t + n/2. Next, a more careful accounting of 
the source of failures in broadcast networks may 
give us new insight into the design of fault-tolerant 
broadcast networks and reliable broadcast algo- 
rithms to execute on them. Finally, the overall reli- 
ability of fault-tolerant systems built on these pro- 
tocols is also open [1]. 

Given that ring, Ethernet and bus type commu- 
nication structures, which support varying degrees 
of partial broadcasts, are extremely common in 
practical distributed systems, our results have wide 
applicability. When synthesizing a fault-tolerant 
application within one of these environments, a de- 
signer now has the option to trade performance 
and resiliency for network hardware costs. For a 
desired fault tolerance, a spectrum of performances 
can be "bought"  by investing in the appropriate 
network structure. 
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